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Chapter 1
Summary, main conclusions and background

1.1 Summary and main conclusions

The fat tax was introduced on October 1, 2011 and abolished again on January 1, 2013. On that 
basis, the Competition and Consumer Authority examines in this analysis the effects of the 
period of the fat tax on consumer prices across 27 selected products covered by the fat tax.

The analysis shows that the increase in consumer prices for products on which a fat tax was 
imposed was not, on average, greater than for products which were not subjected to the fat 
tax. Thus, the fat tax does not seem to have generally led to higher prices for products which 
were subjected to the fat tax.

At product level, the analysis shows that there is considerable variation in consumer price 
developments for the 27 tested products. In the period from the third quarter of 2011 to the 
first quarter of 2013, 18 products had their prices raised, while nine products either saw 
unchanged prices or a drop in price. On largest increase in consumer prices was for private-
label diced bacon, which rose by 17-19 percent, and the greatest drop was for private-label 
butter, which fell by 13-15 percent.

Box 1.1
The fat tax’s introduction
and abolition

The fat tax’s introduction and abolition

• As of October 1, 2011, the government introduced a tax on saturated fats in foods (the fat
tax). The purpose of the fat tax was to motivate Danes to consume better diets, thereby
improving public health. The explanatory notes to the Danish Fat Tax Act state that "insofar
as concerns the financial consequences for citizens, it should be noted that the tax is
expected to be fully passed on in the prices." 1

• As part of the government's tax and competition package, on November 10, 2012 the
government entered into an agreement that the fat tax would be abolished as of January1,
2013 because it had "been criticized for raising consumer prices, increasing companies’
administrative costs and putting Danish jobs at risk." 2 

If developments in consumer prices across the 27 selected products covered by the fat tax are 
compared to the developments in the general food price index, the Authority's analysis shows 
that consumer prices for six out of the study’s 27 products rose significantly more than the 
general food price index.

__________________ 

1

2

Bill as presented 2011-01-19 no. 111 Tax on saturated fats in certain foods (the Danish Fat Tax Act).
Notes to Act 2012-12-23 no. 1395.
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From the third quarter of 2011 to the first quarter of 2013, the overall food price index rose by

                                             

5.5 percent3, while the general consumer price index rose by 2.5 percent
4
.

The Competition and Consumer Authority chose to look more closely at the six products 
whose prices increased significantly more than the overall food price index. This was done in 
order to assess whether the price increases mainly occurred at retail or supplier level.

In Box 1.2, the six products which have risen in price more than the overall food price index 
have been grouped based on whether the consumer price increases are driven by suppliers or 
retailers.

Box 1.2

Focus products
Focus products of the analysis

Supplier-driven price increases
» Lurpak spreadable
» Kærgården original
» Kærgården organic

Retail-driven price increases
» Organic double cream
» Stryhns French pâté 200g
» Private-label diced bacon

In addition to the six products, the analysis shows that, for another five of the 27 selected 
products, there have been significant increases in the retail purchase price which retailers 
have not fully passed on in the consumer prices. For these products, the consumer prices have 
increased less than the general food price index or even fallen.

About supplier-driven price increases
For Lurpak spreadable, Kærgården organic and Kærgården original, the supplier has increased 
purchase prices for retail. Retailers did not fully pass on this price increase for Lurpak 
spreadable in their selling prices, which have resulted in a decrease in the retail gross margin. 
For Kærgården original, retailers mainly passed on the supplier price increase in their selling 
prices, while they slightly increased their gross profit for Kærgården organic.

Those instances where the increases in the suppliers’ prices were not fully passed on in the 
retailers’ selling prices, or where the majority of the increases in consumer prices, measured in 
DKK, can be attributed to the suppliers’ increases in the retail purchase prices, have been 
categorised as supplier-driven price increases.

About retail-driven price increases
For organic double cream, the retailers increased the consumer prices despite lower purchase 
prices. Thus, retailers raised their gross margin for organic double cream by 9-11 percentage 
points. For Stryhns French pâté and private-label diced bacon, the retailers increased their 
selling prices by more than can be explained by rising purchasing prices, which increased their 
gross profit by 1-3 and 3-5 percentage points, respectively.

__________________ 

3	Source: Data on food prices from Statistics Denmark, EU-harmonised consumer price index 
table PRICE5.
4 Source: Statistics Denmark, EU-harmonised consumer price index table PRICE5
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The cases where the retailers’ selling prices increased without there having been any increases 
in their purchasing prices, or where the largest share of the consumer price increases, 
measured in DKK, can be attributed to retail, have been categorised as retail-driven price 
increases.

Specifics on dairy products
Four out of the six products in Box 1.2 are dairy products. Three of the dairy products (Lurpak 
spreadable, Kærgården original and Kærgården organic) are produced by Arla Foods and are 
all strong brands.

The increases in the selling prices for these three products can be solely, or mainly, attributed 
to the supplier level, i.e. Arla Foods, which raised purchasing prices for retail by between 9-11 
and 13-15 percent. This should be seen in the context of a general increase in food prices of 5.5 
percent, as well as an overall increase in consumer prices of 2.5 percent.

Arla Foods sets prices for butter products in the Danish market based on the price of butterfat 
in the world market and on what alternative price they can achieve in the major export 
markets. The Authority’s analysis shows that Arla Foods’ prices for those products did not 
follow the drop in prices which took place in the world market and the German market. 
Contrary to this, the Authority's analysis shows that supplier prices for private-label butter 
and, to some extent, organic butter largely followed developments in the international and 
German butter prices. 

Private-label butter and organic butter are produced by multiple suppliers. As opposed to 
strong brands, such as Kærgården and Lurpak spreadable, organic butter is thus produced by 
a number of Danish dairies. Private-label butter is produced by both Danish and foreign 
suppliers based on annual licensing rounds.

More suppliers mean greater competitive pressure, which may have been a contributing factor 
in why private-label butter and organic butter largely followed developments in the 
international butter prices while this was not the case for the strong brands.

About the method used
To get an overall picture of whether consumer prices have generally risen more for products 
covered by the fat tax, the Authority compared the prices of 27 selected products which were 
subjected to the fat tax to the prices of 55 products which were not subjected to the fat tax5 by 
comparing prices after the fat tax’s abolition (first quarter of 2013) to prices before the fat 
tax’s introduction (third quarter of 2011).

Subsequently, the Authority examined consumer price developments at product level, i.e. each 
of the 27 products subjected to the fat tax, by comparing retailers’ selling prices immediately 
after the fat tax’s abolition (first quarter of 2013) to the selling prices immediately prior to the 
fat tax’s introduction (third quarter of 2011).

For the analysis, the Competition and Consumer Authority obtained pricing information at 
chain level from a significant cross-section of Danish retail. The price information covers 27 
products in nine categories, all of which were subjected to the fat tax.

The price information includes retailer’s purchasing and selling prices by month, weighted in 
relation to purchased and sold volume, respectively. For a complete overview of the 27 
products, please refer to Annex 1.
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In addition, prices were obtained from Statistics Denmark’s food price index for 55 products 
not covered by the fat tax.

Box 1.3
Key findings

Key findings of the analysis

• Generally, the fat tax did not lead to higher consumer prices for the 27 tested products
subjected to the fat tax. Thus, consumer price increases for products subjected to the fat tax
do not generally differ from the consumer price increases for products not subjected to the
fat tax in the period from before the introduction of the tax (third quarter of 2011) until
after its abolition (first quarter of 2013).

• 6 out of 27 products in the study increased considerably more in price than the general food
price index (5.5 percent) and the consumer price index (2.5 percent). These were:

Product Price increase as a percentage from
Q3	2011	til	Q1	2013	

Lurpak spreadable 7-9

Kærgården original  9-11

Kærgården organic 15-17

Organic double cream 13-15

Stryhns French pâté 200g 15-17

Private-label diced bacon 17-19

• For three products, the consumer price increases can wholly or mainly be attributed to the
supplier level. This applies to:

»  Lurpak spreadable
»  Kærgården original
»  Kærgården organic

While the suppliers raised the prices for these butter products in the Danish market, the 
wholesale prices of butter decreased both in the world market and the German market.

In contrast, the supplier prices for organic butter and private-label butter largely followed 
developments in the world market and the German market.

Part of the explanation may be that there are more suppliers of organic butter and private- 
label butter, which increases the competitive pressure for these products..

• For the remaining three products, the consumer price increases are wholly or primarily
attributable to retailers. These were:

» » Organic double cream
» » Stryhns French pâté
» » Private-label diced bacon

__________________ 
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1.3 Fat tax

The fat tax was an excise duty of DKK 16 per kilo of saturated fat, corresponding to DKK 20 per 
kilo incl. VAT. The fat tax meant that if the saturated fat content of a food product exceeded the 
de minimis level of 2.3 percent of the product’s weight, producers and importers were 
required to pay a tax of DKK 16 per kilo of saturated fat.

The products subjected to the fat tax were:

a. Meat

b. Dairy products

c. Rendered animal fats

d. Cooking oils and fats

e. Margarines

f. Spreadable blended products

g. Other foods which may be considered substitutes for, or imitations of, the above food
products

As a result of the de minimis threshold, milk for drinking was not subjected to the fat tax. For 
example, whole milk contains 3.5 percent fat, of which 2.3 percent is saturated fat, so whole 
milk was exempted from the fat tax.

The tax was levied on companies which manufacture or import taxable food. Thus, the fat tax 
was paid by manufacturers and importers, and was therefore usually included in the retailers’ 
purchasing prices. The major retailers undertake some imports themselves, so the fat tax for 
these products was imposed on the price of their own wholesalers.

Upon introduction of the fat tax, no tax had to be paid for goods already in stock. On the other 
hand, companies did not receive any compensation for products on which they had paid tax 
when the fat tax was abolished.




